We present the program package NMSSMCALC for the calculation of the loop-corrected NMSSM Higgs boson masses and decay widths in the CP-conserving and CP-violating NMSSM. The full one-loop corrections to the Higgs boson masses are evaluated in a mixed renormalisation scheme of on-shell and DR conditions. The Higgs decay widths include the dominant higher order QCD corrections, and the decays into bottom quarks, strange quarks and τ leptons are supplemented by higher order SUSY corrections through effective couplings. All relevant off-shell decays into two massive gauge bosons, gauge and Higgs boson and Higgs pair final states as well as into heavy quark pairs are computed. The input and output files feature the SUSY Les Houches Accord so that the program can easily be linked with existing computer tools.
Introduction
The announcement of the discovery of a new particle with a mass of about 126 GeV by the LHC experiments ATLAS and CMS [1, 2] has marked a milestone in the history of particle physics. With the growing amount of data the experiments have started investigating the properties of this particle, i.e. its couplings to other Standard Model (SM) particles as well as its spin and parity quantum numbers. The results of these measurements strongly suggest the particle to be the Higgs boson, the particle predicted by the Higgs mechanism [3, 4] which allows to introduce particle masses without violating the gauge symmetries of the SM. While the data is compatible with a SM-like Higgs state it leaves room for interpretations within Higgs sectors of theories beyond the SM (BSM), among which supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions have been extensively studied. The correct interpretation of the data and the proper distinction between different models require, on the theoretical side, precise predictions for the masses and couplings of the investigated models as well as for the Higgs production cross sections and branching ratios, taking into account higher order corrections. The implementation of these calculations in public computer tools allows to test various models at the highest possible precision.
The Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the SM (NMSSM) [5] [6] [7] with two complex Higgs doublets and one complex singlet field features after electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) seven Higgs bosons. In the CP-conserving case, these are three neutral CP-even, two neutral CP-odd and two charged Higgs bosons. Allowing for CP violation the five neutral Higgs mass eigenstates, being mixtures of CP-even and CP-odd components already at tree level, do not carry definite CP quantum numbers anymore. Besides the benefits of supersymmetric theories in general the NMSSM is an attractive BSM extension as it solves the µ problem of the Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the SM (MSSM). The µ-parameter of the Higgs potential is generated dynamically through the singlet field acquiring a vacuum expectation value (VEV) so that it is naturally of the order of the scale of EWSB. Furthermore, with an additional tree-level contribution to the lighter MSSM-like Higgs boson mass, proportional to the doublet-singlet coupling λ, it requires smaller radiative corrections to achieve a mass of 126 GeV, and hence smaller stop masses and/or mixing, implying less fine-tuning [8] . The extended Higgs sector finally, entails a plethora of interesting phenomenological implications, like Higgs-to-Higgs decays, suppressed or enhanced branching ratios compared to the SM or a Higgs signal which is built up by two resonances close in mass around 126 GeV, to cite only a few of them. This makes clear that precise predictions for the masses of the NMSSM Higgs states and for their production and decay processes including higher order corrections are needed to interpret the experimental data reliably.
We present the program package NMSSMCALC 1 for the calculation of loop-corrected NMSSM Higgs boson masses as well as of the decay widths and branching ratios, both for the CP-conserving and the CP-violating case. The package includes
• The computation of the full one-loop corrections to the NMSSM Higgs boson masses in a mixed renormalisation scheme of on-shell and DR conditions both in the CP-conserving [10] and in the CP-violating NMSSM [11] . 2 • The calculation of the Higgs decay widths and branching ratios in the CP-conserving and CP-violating implementations of the NMSSM. This part of the program package is based on an extension of the Fortran code HDECAY [22] . The decay widths include the dominant higher order QCD corrections. For the neutral Higgs boson decays into a bottom quark pair furthermore the higher order SUSY-QCD and the approximate SUSY-electroweak (elw) corrections up to one-loop accuracy have been implemented. They have been obtained by adapting the existing results for the MSSM [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] to the NMSSM case. The decays into a strange quark pair include the dominant resummed SUSY-QCD corrections and the one into a τ pair the dominant resummed SUSY-elw corrections, again by adapting them from the MSSM to the NMSSM Higgs bosons. Analogously for the charged Higgs boson the higher order SUSY corrections have been implemented for the decays into fermion pairs. In the real NMSSM, the decays into stop and sbottom pairs, respectively, contain the SUSY-QCD corrections.
• The inclusion of all relevant off-shell decays into two massive gauge boson final states, into gauge and Higgs boson final states, into Higgs pairs as well as into heavy quark pairs.
• The input and output files feature the SUSY Les Houches Accord (SLHA) [29, 30] so that the program package can easily be linked with other existing computer tools.
In general, the electroweak corrections going beyond the approximate SUSY-elw contribution, have not been taken into account in the calculation of the decay widths and branching ratios. They are available for some MSSM decays and could in principle be extended to the NMSSM case. Due to the additional NMSSM singlet field, this requires, however, further calculations, which are beyond the scope of the present implementation. We leave this for future work.
The outline of the draft is as follows. After introducing the NMSSM Lagrangian in section 2 we present in section 3 the main features of the calculation of the one-loop corrections to the NMSSM Higgs boson masses in the CP-conserving NMSSM, and in section 4 in the CP-violating NMSSM. Section 5 gives an overview of the implemented decays and their higher order corrections. In particular we present in subsection 5.3 the higher order SUSY-QCD and SUSY-elw corrections to the NMSSM Higgs boson decays into quark pairs. In section 6 the program package is described with its main routines, input and output files, and how to run the program. Section 7 deals with various issues related to the SUSY Les Houches Accord with respect to our program package. In section 8 we summarise and give an outlook on future developments. The program package can be found at the url: http://www.itp.kit.edu/∼maggie/NMSSMCALC/.
The NMSSM Lagrangian
With respect to the MSSM Lagrangian, the NMSSM differs by the superpotential and the soft SUSY breaking part. Denoting the Higgs doublet superfields, which couple to the up-and downtype quarks, byĤ u andĤ d , respectively, and the singlet superfield byŜ, the scale invariant superpotential reads
with the SU (2) L indices i, j = 1, 2 and the totally antisymmetric tensor ǫ 12 = 1. While the dimensionless parameters λ and κ can be complex in general, in case of CP-conservation they are taken to be real. In terms of the quark and lepton superfields and their charge conjugates, indicated by the superscript c,Q,Û c ,D c ,L,Ê c , the MSSM superpotential W M SSM is given by 
with the soft SUSY breaking MSSM Lagrangian
HereB,
where the tilde denotes the scalar components of the corresponding quark and lepton superfields. In the soft SUSY breaking NMSSM Lagrangian Eq. (3) the soft SUSY breaking mass parameters m 2 X of the scalar fields X = S, H d , H u , Q, U, D, L, E are real. The soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings A x (x = λ, κ, d, u, e) and the gaugino mass parameters M 1 , M 2 and M 3 , however, are complex in general but real in the CP-conserving case. We furthermore neglect squark and slepton mixing between the generations and set soft SUSY breaking terms linear and quadratic in the singlet field S to zero.
Loop-corrected Higgs boson masses in the real NMSSM
In this section we summarise the main features of the calculation of the one-loop corrections to the NMSSM Higgs boson masses in the CP-conserving NMSSM. For details we refer the reader to Ref. [10] .
The CP-conserving NMSSM Higgs sector
The Higgs mass matrix is derived from the NMSSM Higgs potential, which is obtained from the superpotential, the soft SUSY breaking terms and from the D-term contributions. The Higgs doublet and singlet fields entering the Higgs potential acquire non-vanishing vacuum expectation values (VEVs) after electroweak symmetry breaking. After expansion of the Higgs fields about their VEVs v u , v d and v s , chosen to be real and positive,
the 3 × 3 Higgs mass matrices squared for the CP-even and CP-odd component Higgs fields, M 2
S
and M 2 A , respectively, can be derived from the tree-level scalar potential. Explicit expressions can be found in [10] . The squared mass matrix M 2 S is diagonalised through a rotation R S , yielding the CP-even mass eigenstates H i (i = 1, 2, 3),
The mass eigenstates are ordered by ascending mass,
, where the superscript (0) indicates the tree-level mass values. In the CP-odd Higgs sector a first rotation R G is applied to separate the massless Goldstone boson G, followed by a rotation R P to obtain the mass eigenstates
At tree-level the CP-conserving NMSSM Higgs potential depends on 12 independent parameters, which are the U (1) and SU (2) gauge couplings g 1 and g 2 , the three VEVs, the soft SUSY breaking mass parameters of the doublet and the singlet Higgs fields and the NMSSM specific parameters and soft SUSY breaking couplings,
Some of these parameters are replaced in order to obtain a more transparent physical interpretation. The minimisation conditions of the Higgs potential V require the terms linear in the Higgs fields to vanish in the vacuum. Hence, at tree-level, for the scalar fields,
These conditions are used to trade m 2 
We hence have two possible new parameter sets to work with 1st parameter set:
2nd parameter set:
Note that the first one is the one we chose in our previous work [10] , whereas the second one provides an additional option.
One-loop corrected Higgs boson masses in the real NMSSM
The Higgs self-energies calculated for the determination of the loop-corrected Higgs boson masses develop ultraviolet (UV) divergencies. The renormalisation of the parameters entering the loop calculation renders the result finite. The two renormalisation schemes which we apply to the two parameter sets are a mixture of on-shell and DR renormalisation conditions as follows:
1st renormalisation scheme: 
The specific form of the counterterms for the first scheme can be found in [10] . The only modification in the second scheme is that the counterterm to A λ is determined from the charged Higgs sector via a DR condition. In both schemes the chargino sector is exploited in the derivation of the counterterm related to v s , and the neutralino sector in the derivation of the counterterm for κ. The field renormalisation of the Higgs boson doublet and singlet fields are defined via DR conditions. External self-energy contributions are properly taken into account, cf. [10, 31] for details.
The parameters given in the sets Eqs. (11) and (12) are the ones which we use in the calculation of the mass corrections and on which we apply our renormalisation conditions. However, they are not the input parameters, which are to be provided by the user. These are the SM inputs as defined in the SLHA 3 , the value for tan β, the soft SUSY breaking gaugino and squark mass parameters, the soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings and the NMSSM specific parameters λ, κ, A λ , A κ and µ eff . The latter is generated dynamically when the Higgs singlet field S acquires its vacuum expectation value S ,
Alternatively, for A λ the charged Higgs boson mass M H ± can be provided.
The one-loop corrected scalar Higgs boson masses squared are determined numerically and given by the real parts of the zeroes of the determinant of the two-point vertex functionsΓ S ,
while the pseudoscalar masses squared are extracted fromΓ P ,
Note that in the pseudoscalar sector no mixing with the would-be Goldstone bosons is taken into account, since we checked that the effect is numerically negligible. Also no mixing with the longitudinal component of the Z boson is taken into account, as it has been shown in the MSSM [32] that it is sufficient to include the mixing with the would-be Goldstone boson. The unrenormalised self-energies and tadpole conditions appearing implicitly in the renormalised self-energiesΣ are evaluated at one-loop order. The mass eigenvalues are obtained in an iterative procedure keeping the full dependence on the external momentum squared k 2 in the renormalised self-energies. The Higgs mixing matrix elements on the other hand are obtained by setting k 2 = 0, corresponding to a proper definition of the effective mixing matrix elements. This yields a unitary mixing matrix. 4 The differences between this approach and the one with non-vanishing k 2 have been found to be small in the investigated parameter sets.
In the first renormalisation scheme the mass of the charged Higgs boson is renormalised on-shell, and therefore constitutes the physical value even at one-loop order. If, however, the second scheme 3 They are given by the inverse electromagnetic coupling and the strong coupling at the Z pole in the MS scheme with five active flavours, the Fermi constant, the Z pole mass, the running mass of the b-quark in the MS scheme and the top and tau pole masses. Additionally the W boson pole mass has to be given. This value is not included in the original SLHA SM inputs, but needed in the calculation of the loop-corrected Higgs boson masses and of the decay widths. 4 For non-vanishing k 2 the mixing matrix is not unitary.
is applied the pole mass of the charged Higgs boson at one-loop level, M 1loop H ± , is determined by iteratively solving the equation
withΣ H ± H ± denoting the renormalised self-energy of the charged Higgs boson which is given bŷ
where the counterterm δM 2 H ± is a function of the counterterms of the second renormalisation scheme and the wavefunction renormalisation factors are renormalised in the DR scheme. Again, external self-energy contributions are properly taken into account [10] . The mixing of the charged Higgs boson with the charged would-be Goldstone boson is neglected.
Throughout the calculation of the one-loop masses the running DR top and bottom quark masses are used.
Loop-corrected Higgs boson masses in the complex NMSSM
The calculation of the Higgs boson masses in the CP-violating NMSSM is a generalization of the real case described in section 3.2. Choosing vanishing phases and imaginary parts, respectively, yields the same result as before. Hence, in this section we restrict ourselves to summarising the differences of the CP-violating NMSSM with respect to the CP-conserving NMSSM described in the previous section. For further details, we refer the reader to Ref. [11] .
The CP-violating NMSSM Higgs sector
In addition to the complex parameters present in the MSSM, there are four more parameters in the NMSSM, that can become complex. These are the couplings λ, κ and the soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings A λ and A κ . The complex parameters originating from the MSSM part are the soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings A u , A d , A e of the up-type, down-type and charged leptontype sfermions, respectively, as well as the soft SUSY breaking mass parameters of the gauginos M 1 , M 2 and M 3 . R-symmetry can be exploited to choose either M 1 or M 2 to be real. We do not make use of this symmetry, however, in order to keep the relations as general as possible. The kinetic and gauge interaction parts of the NMSSM Lagrangian contain no complex parameters.
In the expansion of the Higgs boson fields about the VEVs two further phases, ϕ u and ϕ s , appear,
They describe the phase differences between the three VEVs H 0 d , H 0 u and S . For phase values ϕ u = ϕ s = nπ, n ∈ N, the fields h i and a i (i = d, u, s) are the pure CP-even and CP-odd parts of the neutral entries of H u , H d and S. We exploit the freedom in the phase choice of the Yukawa couplings to set ϕ yu = −ϕ u and assume the down-type and charged lepton-type Yukawa couplings to be real. In this way the quark and lepton mass terms yield real masses without any further phase transformation of the corresponding fields.
After the expansion about the VEVs the Higgs boson mass matrix M φφ can be read off from the terms in the Higgs potential which are bilinear in the neutral Higgs boson fields. CP-violation introduces a mixing between CP-even and CP-odd component fields, so that this matrix is a 6 × 6 matrix in the basis φ = (h d , h u , h s , a d , a u , a s ) T , which can be expressed in terms of three 3 × 3 matrices M hh , M aa and M ha ,
where M hh and M aa are symmetric matrices, describing the mixing among the CP-even components of the Higgs doublet and singlet fields and among the CP-odd components, respectively. In case of CP-conservation the matrix M ha , which mixes CP-even and CP-odd components, vanishes. Note that due to the application of the minimisation conditions of the Higgs potential V ,
in the tree-level Higgs sector only one linearly independent phase combination ϕ y appears after applying the tadpole conditions for φ = a d and a s 5 ,
Hence the CP mixing due to M ha is governed by sin ϕ y at tree-level.
The transformation into mass eigenstates is performed by subsequently applying the 6 × 6 rotation matrix R G to separate the would-be Goldstone boson field and then the matrix R to rotate to the mass eigenstates H i (i = 1, ..., 5), yielding a diagonal mass matrix squared,
with R D ≡ RR G and the superscript (0) indicating tree-level masses.
At tree-level the parameters which enter the Higgs potential of the CP-violating NMSSM are
Again we trade some of the parameters for more physical ones and use the following two parameter sets
The first part of parameters is defined via on-shell conditions and thus related to physical quantities. This also holds for the tadpole parameters, as their introduction is motivated by physical interpretation. The remaining parameters are interpreted as DR parameters. Note that instead of splitting the complex parameters λ, κ, A λ and A κ into their absolute values and phases, as we did in our previous work [11] , we split them into their real and imaginary parts. This allows us to be in accordance with the SLHA conventions which require the real part of A λ and A κ to be DR parameters. Expressing the imaginary parts of A λ and A κ by the tadpole parameters t a d and t as then leads to a slightly modified renormalisation scheme 6 . The two renormalisation schemes we provide based on the two parameter sets given above differ by either using the mass of the charged Higgs boson as an on-shell input or the real part of A λ as a DR parameter. Again the parameters given in the sets Eqs. (26) and (27) are the ones used in the calculation of the mass corrections and on which the renormalisation conditions are applied. The input parameters provided by the user, however, are the same as the ones for the real NMSSM, supplemented in the complex NMSSM by the imaginary parts of the soft SUSY breaking gaugino mass parameters, of the soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings and of λ, κ, µ eff as well as the phase ϕ u , depending on the CP-violating scenario under investigation. The imaginary parts of A λ and A κ are already fixed by the tadpole conditions. Note that in the complex case the effective µ-parameter µ eff is defined as
One-loop corrected NMSSM Higgs boson masses in the complex NMSSM
The one-loop corrected neutral Higgs boson masses squared are determined numerically as the real parts of the zeroes of the determinant of the two-point vertex functionsΓ,
where the superscript 1l denotes the one-loop order. The specific form of the renormalised selfenergiesΣ ij in terms of the 1-loop self-energies, field renormalisation matrices and counterterms, to render the self-energies finite, can be found in [11] . This reference includes the detailed description of the field renormalisation and of the renormalisation of the parameters given in Eq. (26) . We make use of the chargino and neutralino sector in order to determine the counterterms of v s , ϕ s , λ, κ and ϕ u as well as those of M 1 and M 2 . As in the CP-conserving case the one-loop Higgs masses are obtained iteratively by keeping the dependence on the external momentum squared in the renormalised self-energies. The mixing elements of the matrix performing the rotation from the interaction to the mass eigenstates at oneloop level are extracted for zero external momenta, i.e. the rotation matrix relating the tree-level to the one-loop mass eigenstates is defined as the matrix which diagonalises M 1l after setting the momenta in M 1l to zero. While this procedure does not retain the full momentum dependence it has the advantage of yielding a mixing matrix which is unitary. We have checked numerically that the difference with respect to the result keeping the full momentum dependence is negligible. Once again we use the running top and bottom quark masses, and the charged Higgs boson mass is obtained as before in the CP-conserving case.
Decay Widths
The spectrum file with the loop-corrected NMSSM Higgs masses and mixings and all SUSY particles with corresponding mixing angles is used in the routine which calculates the decay widths. The included decays are the NMSSM Higgs boson decays into SM and SUSY particle pairs as well as off-shell decays into 3-or 4-particle final states. They are described in more detail in the following.
Decay Widths in the CP-conserving NMSSM
Decays into quark pairs: The neutral Higgs decay widths into quark pairs receive QCD corrections which are available for the SM including the fully massive next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections near threshold [33] and massless O(α 4 s ) corrections far above threshold [34] [35] [36] . Furthermore large logarithms are resummed through the running of the quark masses and the strong coupling constant. The QCD corrections for the charged Higgs boson decay into a heavy quark pair have been given in [37] . As these QCD corrections factorise with respect to the tree-level amplitude they can be taken over for the NMSSM Higgs decays and have been included in the decay code. In the decays into bottom quarks, apart from the QCD corrections, higher order SUSY corrections have been included by absorbing them into effective Yukawa couplings. They include the resummation of the dominant corrections for large values of tan β [23] [24] [25] and the SUSY-QCD corrections to the leading SUSY-QCD and top-induced SUSY-elw contributions [26] [27] [28] . We have adapted these results for the MSSM Higgs bosons to the NMSSM case. Furthermore, the resummed corrections have been included in the decays into a τ pair and into a strange quark pair. Details on the determination of these corrections are given in section 5.3.
For the decays of the heavier neutral Higgs bosons into a top quark pair below the threshold off-shell decays can be sizable and have been included in the program. For the charged Higgs boson, off-shell decays below the top-bottom, the top-strange and the top-down quark threshold, respectively, have been taken into account. The decay widths have been obtained from [38] by making the necessary changes for the NMSSM case. In the charged Higgs boson decays into quarks we have taken into account generation mixing through the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix elements. Decays into gluons: The decay width of a neutral Higgs boson into gluons, a loop-induced process already at tree-level, is mediated by quark loops and, in case of CP-even Higgs bosons, in addition by squark loops. The QCD corrections, which can be taken over from the SM, respectively, MSSM case, have been included up to N 3 LO in the limit of heavy quark [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] and squark [47] 7 loop particle masses. The electroweak corrections are unknown for supersymmetric Higgs boson decays. Decays into a pair of photons: Also the decay into a photon pair is loop-mediated already at lowest order, including W boson, heavy fermion, charged Higgs boson, sfermion and chargino loops for the scalar Higgs boson decays and heavy fermion and chargino loops for the pseudoscalar ones [45] . The QCD corrections to quark and squark loops have been calculated including the full mass dependence both for the quarks [45, 55] 8 and squarks [50] . These corrections can be taken over to the NMSSM and have been included in the program. The genuine SUSY-elw corrections for photonic SUSY Higgs decays are unknown. Decays into Zγ: The loop induced decays of scalar Higgs bosons into Zγ are mediated by W , heavy fermion, charged Higgs, sfermion and chargino loops, while the pseudoscalar decays proceed only through charged fermion and chargino loops. While the electroweak corrections are unknown, the QCD corrections to quark loops are numerically small [57] and have not been taken into account. Decays into massive gauge bosons: The decay width of the scalar NMSSM Higgs bosons into massive gauge bosons can be obtained from the SM decay width by replacing the SM Higgs coupling to gauge bosons by the corresponding NMSSM Higgs coupling. We have included the option of double off-shell decays [58] in the program. Electroweak corrections to the decay have not been calculated for the NMSSM case and are therefore not included. The pseudoscalar Higgs bosons do not decay into massive gauge bosons at tree-level.
Decays into Higgs bosons: The heavier Higgs particles can decay into a pair of lighter Higgs bosons. Due to the enlarged Higgs sector various Higgs-to-Higgs decays are possible depending on the mass hierarchies [59] . The following decays have been included in the program (j, k = 1, 2, l = 1, 2, 3),
The contributions from off-shell final states may be significant. We have therefore included double off-shell decays into two Higgs 
where λ H i H j H k denotes the trilinear Higgs coupling normalised to (
and with the two-body phase space function
Decays into a gauge and a Higgs boson: The Higgs bosons can also decay into a gauge and a Higgs boson, where in the NMSSM there is a plethora of possible decays, given by (j = 1, 2, l = 1, 2, 3)
The formulae for the decay widths can be easily obtained from the MSSM results (see e.g. [60] ) with the corresponding replacements of the involved couplings. These decays have been implemented in the program as well as the decays into a Higgs boson and an off-shell gauge boson which can be important. They have been obtained by adapting the MSSM formulae [38] accordingly. Decays into SUSY particles: The decays into chargino or neutralino pairs [61, 62] can reach branching ratios of up to 100% if they are kinematically allowed. They have been included in the program by adapting the MSSM Higgs couplings to neutralinos/charginos appropriately. Also the decays into sfermions of the third generation can become important if kinematically allowed [61] . We have included them for all generations. The SUSY-QCD corrections to the stop and sbottom decays of the MSSM Higgs bosons have been provided in [63, 64] and reanalysed in [65] . We have adapted them to the NMSSM decays and included them in the program.
Decay Widths in the CP-violating NMSSM
In this section we list the changes in the Higgs boson decays for the CP-violating NMSSM. We start with the neutral Higgs bosons and give explicit formulae for the loop-induced decays into gluons and into photons.
Decays into gluons: We introduce the Feynman rules for the neutral CP-violating Higgs bosons H
with the real coupling factors for up-and down-type fermions, respectively,
and
Here R ij (i, j = 1, ..., 5) denote the elements of the matrix, which rotates the interaction states to the Higgs mass eigenstates as defined in Eqs. (23) and (24) . In the gluonic decay width only the diagonal Higgs coupling to sfermionsf j (j = 1, 2) appears, which is defined as
Note that the coupling factor g H ifjfk for the coupling to two different sfermions (j = k) can be complex in the CP-violating NMSSM. As the expression for g H ifjfj is quite lengthy we refer the reader to the program code, where it can be found explicitly. With these coupling definitions the tree-level decay width into gluons can be cast into the form
q) and the loop functions [66]
where
The coupling α s is evaluated at the scale M H i . The sums are taken over the top, bottom and charm quarks and over all squark mass eigenstates.
Decays into photons and into Zγ: The decays into photons are mediated by charged particle loops. In addition to the Feynman rules introduced for the gluonic decay modes we have the Feynman rules for the Higgs couplings to the charged gauge bosons W ± ,
and for the neutral Higgs couplings to a charged Higgs bosons pair,
The coupling factor, which is rather lengthy, can easily be read off from the program code. Furthermore, we define the Higgs couplings to a chargino pair as (j = 1, 2) 9
Only the diagonal couplings appear in the partial width. Their explicit form can be inferred from the program code. The leading order decay width into photons is then given by
The fermion sum proceeds over the top, charm and bottom quarks as well as the τ lepton. The sum overf includes all squark and the stau mass eigenstates. With N cf = 3, 1 we denote the colour factor of the (s)quarks and the (s)tau, respectively, and with e f their corresponding electric charge. The loop function A 1 is given by [67] A 1 (τ ) = − (2 + 3τ + 3τ (2 − τ )f (τ )) .
Analogously, the decay width into Zγ can be derived from the decay widths of the scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs bosons in the real NMSSM with the appropriate replacements by the couplings as given in this subsection.
Other decay modes: In the decay widths into bosonic final states (gauge bosons, Higgs pairs, Higgs plus gauge boson pairs, sfermions) the respective coupling factors simply have to be replaced with the corresponding couplings of the CP-violating Higgs bosons. In case of complex valued couplings the absolute value squared has to be taken in the decay width. The decay widths into the fermionic final states (quark and charged fermion pairs as well as chargino and neutralino final states) are given by the incoherent sum of the scalar and pseudoscalar decay widths of the real NMSSM. In the decays into bottom and strange quarks as well as into tau leptons higher order SUSY corrections have been included through effective Yukawa couplings. The formulae are given in section 5.3. 
with the projectors P L,R = (1 ∓ γ 5 )/2 and complex a L , a R (cf. the program code for the explicit expressions), the decay width is given by
with j = 1, 2 and k = 1, ..., 5 and the two-body phase space function λ(x, y; z) given in Eq. (33).
SUSY corrections to decays into fermions in the real and in the complex NMSSM
The leading parts of the SUSY-QCD and SUSY-elw corrections to the decays into a bottom quark pair can be taken into account by absorbing them into effective bottom Yukawa couplings. The leading corrections can be obtained from an effective Lagrangian [24, 25] and can be taken over from the MSSM case by deriving the effective Lagrangian for the NMSSM Higgs sector. In the real NMSSM it is given by
where H 0 d(u) are the neutral components of the doublet fields coupling to down-type (up-type) quarks. The corrections ∆ b and ∆ 1 include the SUSY-QCD and SUSY-elw corrections and induce a modification of the relation between the bottom quark mass m b and the Yukawa coupling y b . After expanding the Lagrangian to include the higher order corrections we have
where we have used
with the mixing matrices R S and R P defined in Eq. (6) and (7), respectively. The correction ∆ b contains the one-loop SUSY-QCD and SUSY-elw corrections,
with the one-loop corrections given by
where y t = √ 2m t /(v sin β) denotes the top-Yukawa coupling, C F = 4/3, and
The generic function I is defined as
Note that the scale of α s in the SUSY-QCD corrections has been set equal to µ R = (mb 
The logarithmically enhanced part of the QCD corrections has been absorbed in the running MS bottom quark mass m b (M Φ ) at the corresponding Higgs mass scale M Φ . The QCD corrections ∆ QCD and the top quark induced corrections ∆ Φ t can be taken over from the MSSM case [33] [34] [35] by adapting the Higgs couplings and read 10
with φ S ≡ H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , φ P ≡ A 1 , A 2 and where N F = 5 active flavors are taken into account. The coupling factors g Φ b (g Φ t ) with respect to the SM Higgs-bottom (top) Yukawa coupling are given by
The dominant part of the SUSY-QCD [25, 64, 68] corrections has been absorbed in the effective Yukawa couplingsg Φ b . Adapting the results from the MSSM to the NMSSM they read
= g
andg
The remaining part of the SUSY-QCD corrections, after the main corrections have been absorbed in the effective bottom Yukawa couplingsg Φ b , is given by the remainder ∆ rem SQCD . The decay width of Eq. (62) has been implemented in the decay program.
The SUSY-QCD corrections at one-loop order have also been included in the decays into strange quarks, i.e. ∆ b of Eq. (55) for these decays is replaced by
with ∆
QCD(1) b
and ∆ 1 obtained from Eqs. (58) and (60) with A s , ms 1,2 . For the decays into lepton finals states l = e, µ, τ the SUSY corrections have been included in the decay widths by absorbing them into the effective couplingsg Φ l ,
The effective couplingsg Φ l are defined as in Eqs. (66)- (70) by replacing b with l and with ∆ l given by [23] 
with α 1,2 = g 2 1,2 /4π. The SUSY-QCD and SUSY-elw corrections to the charged Higgs boson decays H ± into up bottom, charm bottom and top bottom final states, respectively, have been included analogously to the decays of the neutral Higgs bosons Φ into bb, Eq. (62), with ∆ QCD given in [37] and ∆ Φ t = 0.
with
and ∆ b given in Eq. (55). The SUSY-QCD corrections have been taken into account in the decays of H ± into a strange quark with an up, charm and top quark, respectively, by replacing ∆ b of Eq. (55) with ∆ s of Eq. (71). Finally, the SUSY corrections are implemented in the H ± decays into lν l (l = e, µ, τ ) via the effective couplings given in terms of ∆ l . In the complex NMSSM the leading parts of the SUSY-QCD and SUSY-elw corrections in the decays into bottom quarks are derived from the effective Lagrangian
Introducing the neutral components of the two doublets and singlet fields as
in Eq. (76), the Lagrangian reads
withg
The rotation matrix R has been defined in Eq. (23) . The correction ∆ b includes the one-loop SUSY-QCD and SUSY-elw corrections which in the complex NMSSM are given by
The corrections ∆ b and ∆ 1 are in general complex and depend on the phases of the gaugino mass M 3 , of the trilinear couplings A t , A b and on the phase of the effective Higgs mixing parameter, which in the CP-violating NMSSM is given by µ eff = λv s e iϕs / √ 2.
The decay width of the Higgs boson Φ = H j (j = 1, ..., 5) into bb, in the complex NMSSM can be written as
Note, in particular, that contrary to the real NMSSM we do not include a remainder ∆ rem SQCD in the decay width, as it is not available at present. This leads, when using the program package for the complex NMSSM in the limit of the real NMSSM to differences in the decay widths into b-quark pairs with respect to the results obtained from the program package for the real NMSSM. The differences are below the percent level. 11 The one-loop SUSY-QCD corrections to the decays into strange quarks are obtained after substituting ∆ b as given in Eq. (82) 
The effective coupling (including the ∆ b effect) of the charged Higgs boson to a top-bottom quark pair can be read off from the Lagrangian
where V CKM denotes the CKM matrix and the phase ϕ u has been included in the CKM matrix element through a factor e iϕu/2 .
Program Description
The program package consists of a wrap file called nmssmcalc.f and three main files: 3. bhdecay c.f for the calculation of the decay widths and branching ratios in the complex NMSSM.
There are additional files containing subroutines needed for the calculation of the decay widths. All files are written in Fortran. The package needs two input files:
1. an input file in the SLHA format with default name inp.dat, which is read in by nmssmcalc.f;
2. an input file bhdecay.in which is read in by bhdecay( c).f and which contains the setting of the CKM parameters as well as of several flags for the decay calculation. They are specified in Appendix A.
The mass routine CalcMasses.F provides an output file in the SLHA format, which is read in by the decay routine bhdecay( c).f which in turn writes out the results in an SLHA file. The whole package is compiled with the help of a makefile. In the following the various files and their functions will be described as well as the compilation and the running of the program package.
nmssmcalc.f: This wrap file reads in the input parameters needed for the calculation of the oneloop corrected NMSSM Higgs boson masses. The input file which has the default name inp.dat, must be provided in the SLHA format and has to contain the blocks MODSEL, SMINPUTS, MINPAR and EXTPAR, as well as IMEXTPAR and CMPLX in the complex case, with the related input parameters. The required parameters are described in more detail in the following section 7. The file then calls CalcMasses.F by transferring the parameters which have been read in, so that the routine can calculate the one-loop corrections of the NMSSM Higgs boson masses and writes them out in an SLHA output file with default name slha.in. Subsequently nmssmcalc.f calls bhdecay.f, in case the CP-conserving NMSSM has been chosen in the input file and bhdecay c.f in case of a complex NMSSM choice, respectively. These routines read in the output file provided by CalcMasses.F and calculate the Higgs decay widths and branching ratios in the framework of the CP-conserving or CP-violating NMSSM with the results written out in an SLHA output file (default name slha decay.out). The user can also specify the names of the input file and of the output files provided by the mass and decay routines in the command line when running the program.
CalcMasses.F: This Fortran code contains the subroutine CalcMasses for the calculation the one-loop corrections to the NMSSM Higgs boson masses in the CP-conserving or CP-violating NMSSM. The renormalisation schemes applied are a mixture of on-shell and DR conditions, which are described in detail in Refs. [10, 11] and have been briefly sketched in sections 3 and 4. As described in sections 3 and 4 the schemes have been slightly modified in order to match the requirements of the SLHA (see also section 7). The subroutine calls further subroutines for the calculation of all NMSSM tree-level masses, of the one-loop Higgs masses, of the Higgs couplings, of the counterterms etc. They are listed together with their functions in the header of CalcMasses.F. At the end of the calculation it provides an SLHA output file slha.in. This file contains in particular the loop-corrected Higgs boson masses with the related Higgs mixing parameters, the NMSSM SUSY particle spectrum with corresponding mixing matrices as well as further blocks needed for the calculation of the decay widths.
bhdecay.f, bhdecay c.f: The subroutines contained in these Fortran codes calculate the decay widths and branching ratios of the neutral and charged NMSSM Higgs bosons in the CP-conserving and the CP-violating case, respectively. They closely follow the structure and approximations of the Fortran code HDECAY version 6.00 [22] 12 , which calculates the Higgs decay widths and branching ratios in the SM and the MSSM including the most important higher order corrections. Thus the higher order corrections have been taken over wherever they can be adapted to the NMSSM case. This also means that a lot of common blocks and routines inherent in HDECAY have been retained. They are dubbed by the suffix HDEC. Routines and common blocks that have been extended to the NMSSM case or are specific to the NMSSM case are denoted by the suffix NMSSM, respectively CNMSSM in the CP violating NMSSM. These Fortran routines are supplemented by various Fortran files taken over from HDECAY and adapted to the NMSSM where necessary: dmb.f (contains the 2-loop SUSY-QCD and SUSY-elw corrections to the bottom Yukawa coupling in the real MSSM 13 ), hgaga.f (needed for the QCD corrections to the decays into photons), slha nmssm.f (for reading in the SLHA input file) and in case of the real NMSSM also hsqsq nmssm.f (called for the SUSY-QCD corrections to decays into squark pairs). Finally Xvegas.f has been linked, which is used in the numerical integration of some off-shell decays.
The general structure of bhdecay( c).f is the following: After calling the subroutine read (c)nmssm.f to read in the input files bhdecay.in and slha.in it calls the core routine for the decays, hdec (c)nmssm, in which the decay widths are calculated. This routine calls several other help routines. Afterwards write (c)nmssm is called to write out the results in an SLHA output file.
How to compile and run the program package: The program package is compiled with the help of a makefile by typing make. This provides an executable file called run. The user has the choice to provide the names of the input and output files for CalcMasses.F (first and second argument) and the name of the output file provided by the decay routine (third argument) in the command line. Hence the command will be run name file1 name file2 name file3 in this case.
Webpage of the program package: The program package can be downloaded from the url:
http://www.itp.kit.edu/∼maggie/NMSSMCALC/ This webpage also contains a short description of the program. Furthermore, it informs about changes and updates of the program package.
The SUSY Les Houches Accord
The SUSY Les Houches Accord [29] has been extended in SLHA2 [30] to include the case of the NMSSM as well as possible CP-violation in the MSSM. In the following we list issues of our program package related to SLHA2 and how we treated them. Furthermore the parameters are specified, that have to be given by the user for the calculation of the loop-corrected mass values and the calculation of the branching ratios in the CP-conserving and CP-violating NMSSM. The 2× 3 mixing matrix P for the rotation into the pseudoscalar mass eigenstates defined in the SLHA2 for the CP-conserving NMSSM differs from the matrix R P rotating the imaginary parts of the interaction states to the CP-odd mass eigenstates, cf. Eq. (7). The tree-level matrix elements are related through R P 11 = P 11 / sin β n = P 12 / cos β n R P 12 = P 13 (88)
12 See [69] for the extension of HDECAY to effective Lagrangians for a light Higgs-like scalar. 13 These 2-loop corrections have not been adapted to the NMSSM yet, and therefore are not included in the NMSSM decays at present. This will be done in a future updated version of the program so that we include this routine already now in the program package.
The angle β n is the rotation angle of the matrix R G separating the massless Goldstone boson. It coincides at tree-level with the angle β defined through the ratio of the VEVs v u and
In the block MODSEL the user has to specify the model to be used and if CP-violation is to be included or not, BLOCK MODSEL 3 1 # NMSSM 5 0 # (0: CP conservation; 2: general CP violation) Furthermore, the block SMINPUTS has to be provided as well as, in the block MINPAR, the value for tan β. Note that in the input file inp.dat, which is read in by nmssmcalc.f, the block SMINPUTS has been extended by the W boson pole mass as this mass value is used in the calculation of the loop-corrected Higgs boson masses and of the decay widths. It has to be given in the 9th entry of the block.
If working in the CP-conserving case it is sufficient to supply the block EXTPAR. The CP-violating case also requires the block IMEXTPAR which provides the imaginary parts to the corresponding real parts. In these two blocks the gaugino soft SUSY breaking mass parameters M 1 , M 2 and M 3 have to be given and the soft SUSY breaking mass parameters for the 3rd generation,
Also the soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings A t , A b , A τ , A λ and A κ , the NMSSM couplings λ and κ and the effective µ parameter, µ eff , have to be set. Together with λ the latter value determines the value of v s , and in the complex case also of ϕ s , according to µ eff = λv s e iϕs / √ 2. The values of the soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings of the second generation can be specified as well. If they are not given, they are set equal to the corresponding values of the third generation. The same holds for the first generation values: unless given they are set equal to the corresponding values of the second generation. The soft SUSY breaking masses of the first two generations are set equal to the corresponding values of the third generation, if not included in the SLHA input.
In our calculation of the loop-corrected masses we retain the option to either use M H ± or ReA λ . Depending on which input value is supplied by the user the according renormalisation scheme, as described in sections 3.2 and 4.2, is chosen for the calculation of the loop corrected masses. If the mass of the charged Higgs boson is chosen as an on-shell input the real part of the corresponding A λ value in the DR scheme is calculated, which is needed in the SLHA output file in accordance with the SLHA conventions. Furthermore the DR values of the imaginary parts of A λ and A κ are also supplied in the output file for the CP-violating case.
In the block EXTPAR the user has the option to give the renormalisation scale at which the parameters are evaluated. If this value is not given the renormalisation scale µ ren is set equal to the geometric mean of the soft SUSY breaking masses in the stop sector,
At present this scale is only used to set the renormalisation scale in the mass calculation.
In SLHA2 there is no block foreseen for complex phases in the Higgs sector. We therefore added a new block called CMPLX where the value of the phase ϕ u can be specified according to
BLOCK CMPLX 3 # phiu
We also had to add a new block containing the matrix elements of the 5 × 5 Higgs mixing matrix of the CP-violating Higgs sector. The block has been called NHMIXC and contains the one-loop cor-rected mixing matrix elements ZH ij in the basis i = (H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 , H 5 ), j = (h d , h u , h s , a, a s ) 15 . It corresponds to the FORTRAN format (1x,I2,1x,I2,3x,1P,E16.8,0P,3x,#,1x,A)
so that the structure of the block is as follows, BLOCK NHMIXC 1 1 value11 # ZH(h1,hd) 1 2 value12 # ZH(h1,hu) . . .
In the SLHA output of the loop corrected complex NMSSM Higgs boson masses, there is some peculiarity. The pdg code for these particles is increased with ascending mass values. This means in particular, that, irrespective of its amount of pseudoscalar admixture, the third heaviest (heaviest) Higgs boson H 3 (H 5 ) has the pdg code 36 (46) which in the CP-conserving case is reserved for the pseudoscalar mass eigenstates.
There are several warnings that are issued by the code for the mass calculation. In case one of the obligatory parameters is missing a warning is issued with the name of the missing parameter. If the real NMSSM has been chosen in MODSEL and non-zero imaginary parts are nevertheless filled in IMEXTPAR, the user is warned that these should be zero and the program is terminated. A further warning is issued if a different model than the NMSSM is chosen in the block MODSEL, as the program only calculates the higher order corrections to the NMSSM Higgs boson masses. If the CP-conserving or violating case has not been specified, the user is notified by the program to fill in the information. In case the imaginary parts of A λ and A κ have been given, the user is warned, that these values are ignored. They are fixed in our renormalisation prescription through the tadpole conditions, and the thus obtained values are given out in the SLHA output to ensure consistency. If both the real part of A λ and M H ± are set in the input file, a warning is issued to use either of these values. Furthermore, the M H ± value is assumed to be the default input and the value of A λ is ignored in this case.
Summary and Outlook
We have presented the program package NMSSMCALC for the calculation of the loop-corrected NMSSM Higgs boson masses and decay widths in the CP-conserving and the CP-violating NMSSM. The Higgs boson masses are calculated at one-loop order in a mixed renormalisation scheme of onshell and DR conditions. The decays include the most up-to-date higher order corrections. The program will be continuously updated to include the state-of-the art results for Higgs boson masses and decays. In particular we plan to extend the SUSY-QCD corrections to the decays into stops and sbottoms to the complex NMSSM. Furthermore, the two-loop corrections to the Higgs boson masses as well as the higher-order corrections to the trilinear Higgs self-couplings will be included. The program thus serves as a tool for making precise predictions for the masses and the decay widths of the NMSSM Higgs bosons. Therefore it allows to reliably interpret the experimental results and distinguish between the Higgs sectors of models beyond the SM.
Baden-Württemberg".
